Genetically targeted chemical assembly of functional materials in living cells, tissues, and animals
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The structural and functional complexity of multicellular biological systems, such as the brain, are beyond the reach of human design or assembly capabilities. Cells in living organisms may be recruited to construct synthetic materials or structures if treated as anatomically defined compartments for specific chemistry, harnessing biology for the assembly of complex functional structures. By integrating engineered-enzyme targeting and polymer chemistry, we genetically instructed specific living neurons to guide chemical synthesis of electrically functional (conductive or insulating) polymers at the plasma membrane. Electrophysiological and behavioral analyses confirmed that rationally designed, genetically targeted assembly of functional polymers not only preserved neuronal viability but also achieved remodeling of membrane properties and modulated cell type–specific behaviors in freely moving animals. This approach may enable the creation of diverse, complex, and functional structures and materials within living systems.

Fig. 1. Genetically targeted chemical assembly of functional materials in cells. (A) Specific instantiation shown is enzyme/H2O2-catalyzed functional polymerization in brain. Blue indicates non-enzyme-targeted cells. (B) Reaction of Apex2-mediated polymerization from precursor reagents containing aniline monomer-dimer mixture. Labels 1 to 5 show chemical structures of N-phenylenediamine (aniline dimer, 1), aniline dimer radical cations (2), aniline monomer (3), aniline trimer radical cations (4), and polyaniline (PANI, 5), respectively. (C) Schematic of Apex2-mediated polymerization and deposition of PANI on targeted cells. (D) In situ genetically targeted synthesis and incorporation of conductive polymer. Shown are epifluorescence (YFP) and BF images of fixed rat hippocampal neurons. Arrows indicate individual neurons.

To achieve biocompatible in vivo synthesis of electroactive polymers within genetically specified cells of living animals, we began with conductive polymers from polyaniline (PANI) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). These polymers were chosen for aequous synthesis (which is important for biological system compatibility) and for dual conduction of electrons and ions, which reduces local electrochemical impedance (8) when interfacing electronics with living cells. We designed a single-enzyme–facilitated polymerization using chemically modified monomers (Fig. 1A) for which polymerization is triggered by an enzyme that can be expressed in specific cells. Perfusion of small-molecule conductive-polymer precursors capable of diffusion through intact tissue (step 1) was followed by oxidative radical cation polymerization steps at the genetically targeted
enzyme’s reactive center. Because of the short mean diffusion length of radical cations in aqueous solution and low solubility of the resulting polymers, the synthesized conductive polymers were expected to be deposited onto targeted cells at juxtamembranous locations (a design feature for limiting adverse effects on native intracellular chemistry) (step II).

Peroxidases can catalyze synthesis of conductive polymers in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) in vitro under harsh conditions: high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (>1 mM), low pH (pH = 1 to 5), and high monomer concentrations (>10 mM) (10). Therefore, we sought a biocompatible synthesis by enabling polymerization in pH-neutral and biocompatible conditions. We first expressed a humanized version of ascorbate peroxidase Apex2 (1O); cultured rat hippocampal neurons were transduced with adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors containing Apex2 and in some cases fused with a 13-amino acid peptide (selected in a screen for expression-enhancing tags) (fig. S1) (11) and/or enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) (for tracking localization) (Fig. 1A). We first selected aniline as the monomer for its relatively low oxidation potential (12), but Apex2 was unable to polymerize aniline monomers in phosphate-buffered saline (fig. S2A). Because N-phenylenediamine (an aniline dimer) would further reduce oxidation potential (13), an aniline monomer-dimer mixture (0.5 mM, 1:1 molar ratio) (Fig. 1B) was added to an aqueous solution of 0.1 mM H₂O₂ and applied to fixed cultured neurons (Fig. 1C). Epifluorescence and bright-field (BF) phase images confirmed that Apex2(+) but not Apex2(-) neurons exhibited a dark-colored reaction product (Fig. 1D and fig. S2, B and C). Confocal images revealed a formation of deposited aggregates (fig. S3).

To test whether these deposits consisted of PANI, we used ultraviolet-visible–near infrared (UV-vis-NIR) absorption spectroscopy to compare with spectra previously reported for PANIs (Fig. 2A). The shorter absorption peak wavelength of Apex2(+)PANI (~574 nm versus ~620 nm for commercial 50 kDa PANI) indicated that the synthesized polymer was of lower molecular weight (Fig. 2B). We then treated the PANI-fixed neurons with 100 mM p-toluenesulfonic acid (termed Apex2(+)dPANI), which resulted in increased conductivity and red-shift in the UV-vis spectrum (Fig. 2A), as expected for doped PANI (14). For Apex2(-)/PANI, Apex2(+)/PANI, and Apex2(+)dPANI neurons, we observed expected color changes (fig. S4A). The UV-vis-NIR spectrum showed a red-shifted peak at ~615 nm for doped PANI (Fig. 2C), indicating transition to the emeraldine salt form (14). Peak absorption-wavelength was maintained across different reaction times, suggesting increased PANI deposition over time (fig. S4, B and C). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) showed enhanced S-element signal only in Apex2(+)/...
dPANI neurons, confirming incorporation of p-toluenesulfonic acid (fig. S5A). Near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), for identifying different types of C-N or C=N features from amines and imines (15), confirmed the chemical composition of the deposited material (fig. S5, C to G).

Variable-pressure scanning electron microscopy (VP-SEM) imaging of neurons provided initial qualitative comparison of conductivity before and after reaction (Fig. 2, D to G, and fig. S6). Apex2(+)/PANI neurons in liquid showed higher contrast, which is consistent with a more conductive outer layer (Fig. 2F), with contrast further enhanced through acidic doping (Fig. 2G). Both soma and neurites could be directly observed, suggesting substantial surface-conductivity enhancement (16) from doped PANI (Fig. 2, H and I). In addition, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) confirmed deposition of polymers on neuronal membranes (fig. S7).

We further investigated the conductive nature of PANI-fixed neurons by depositing gold electrodes onto air-dried, fixed neurons (Fig. 2, J to L); electrical conduction between electrodes was expected to only arise from conductive polymer on the neurons. To prevent delamination between gold electrodes and polymers during solution-doping, HCl vapor was used to dope the polymer. Apex2(+)/dPANI showed the lowest resistance, as expected (Fig. 2, M and N). We tested other polymers, including a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene/PEDOT) derivative, sodium 4-((5,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methoxy)butane-sulfonate (termed TETs) (17), and a nonconductive polymer, poly(3,3′-diaminobenzidine) (PDAB) (18). Apex2(+)/PANI-PTETs neurons showed higher conductivity than that of Apex2(−)/PANI-PTETs neurons (fig. S8), whereas Apex2(+)/PDAB showed no conductivity change compared with that of Apex2(−)/PDAB (fig. S9). To further verify conductivity, we cultured human embryonic kidney 293T cells in a confluent sheet suited for conductivity measurements (fig. S10). Apex2(+)PANI without acidic doping exhibited an approximately two orders of magnitude reduction in resistance versus that of Apex2(−)/PANI control. We next investigated Apex2-catalyzed polymerization in human cortical spheroids (hCS), a human stem cell-derived three-dimensional (3D) organoid (19, 20). We observed coloration (fig. S11A) and particle deposits within 30 min of reaction-treated Apex2(+)/PANI hCS at locations corresponding to YFP signal (fig. S11, B to E). In another 3D preparation (brain slices), the dark-colored reaction product could be visualized ~60 μm and 110 μm deep after 30- and 60-min reactions, respectively (fig. S12).

We further explored application of this method to living systems. Neurons remained viable after exposure to the aniline and its dimer in 0.05 mM H2O2 (fig. S15A)—a reaction condition sufficient for polymer deposition (fig. S13, A and B) [verified by means of UV-vis-NIR absorption (fig. S13, C to E)]. The same reaction condition in living mice elicited no reactive gliosis over weeks (fig. S14). We also performed whole-cell patch clamp in Apex2(+) and Apex2(−)-cultured rat hippocampal neurons before and after PANI or PDAB polymerization (fig. S15). Current injection in Apex2(+)PDAB neurons elicited robust action potentials both before and after polymerization, decreased capacitance consistent with the expected juxtamembranous localization of this insulating polymer, and increased charge-separation distance across the membrane; by contrast, Apex2(+)PANI neurons showed decreased action-potential firing with increased capacitance (fig. S15, B to I), which is consistent
Fig. 4. Cell type–specific polymerization in *C. elegans.*

(A) Schematic of targeting polymerization to pharyngeal muscle. (B) BF (left) and fluorescence images (right) of *C. elegans* expressing *Pmyo-2::Apex2::mcd8::gfp* labeled Apex2(+) versus wild-type controls labeled Apex2(–). Arrow indicates GFP-labeled pharyngeal muscle and Apex2 expression. (C) BF time-course images of pharyngeal muscle of Apex2(+) worms in 30-min PANI reaction. Arrows indicate increased black reaction-product in Apex2(+) between pharyngeal muscle and epidermis. (D) Brightness change. Shown is Apex2(–) versus Apex2(+) after reaction (mean ± SEM, n = 3 to 4 animals, *P < 0.05, two-tailed, unpaired t test). (E) Body-bending rate and (F) pharyngeal-pumping rate for Apex2(–)/PANI, Apex2(+)/H2O2 control, and Apex2(+)/polymerization (mean ± SEM, *P < 0.05, n = 5 animals each condition, two-tailed unpaired t test). (G) Schematic of motor-neuron testing. (H) Cell type–specific polymerization of GABAergic (inhibitory) neurons [Inhibitory→Apex2(+)] or cholinergic (excitatory) neurons [Excitatory→Apex2(+)]. Black lines indicate cell type–specific polymer. (I) Inhibitory→Apex2(+) (top) or Excitatory→Apex2(+) (bottom) motor neurons expressing *Apex2::mcd8::gfp* under Punc-47 or Punc-17 promoters, respectively. (J) Excitatory→Apex2(+) worms show reduced locomotion after polymerization, whereas Inhibitory→Apex2(+) worms show negligible paralysis. (n = 30 animals for Apex2–, n = 26 animals for Inhibitory→Apex2(+), and n = 32 animals for Excitatory→Apex2(+). ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001, one-sided Fisher’s exact test). (K) Aldicarb resistance assay after polymerization [50 animals per strain, two replicates, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)/Tukey correction, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01]. (L) Schematic of polymerization of conductive (PANI) and insulating (PDAB) polymers in worm cholinergic motor neurons. (M) Summary of fraction-resistant *C. elegans* after 5 hours in aldicarb resistance assay (mean ± SEM, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA test, Tukey correction).
with reported capacitance effects resulting from conducting-polymer introduction (21, 22).

To allow rigorous testing of the same cells before and after polymerization, we also conducted recordings in acute brain slices (Fig. 3A), which allowed holding the same cells in whole-cell patch clamp throughout the polymerization reaction. Four weeks after Apex2 virus injection, we observed robust Apex2-driven polymerization (Fig. 3B and fig. S12), with increased capacitance after PANI reaction and decreased capacitance after PDAB reaction (Fig. 3C and E). Little effect was observed on other passive membrane properties (fig. S16), and patched cells were healthy in terms of input resistance and resting potential under all conditions. We next studied action potentials (Fig. 3D and F); whereas Apex2(−) neuron firing rates were unchanged after treatment, Apex2(+)/PANI neurons exhibited decreased current-injection-evoked firing, and Apex2(+)/PDAB neurons showed increased firing (Fig. 3D and F). The stability of resting potential and input resistance coupled with the bidirectionality of this effect would not have been expected from non-specific cell-health mechanisms for altered firing. By contrast, experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated an inverse correlation between spike firing and capacitance (supplementary materials) (23–25), which is consistent with our slice physiology that shows increased capacitance after conductive-polymer deposition on the dielectric lipid bilayers of living neurons and decreased capacitance after insulating-polymer deposition (Fig. 3, C and E).

Last, we tested behavior in freely moving animals upon assembling genetically targeted electroactive polymers in vivo. We expressed Apex2–green fluorescent protein (GFP) on the membrane of *Caenorhabditis elegans* pharyngeal muscle cells (Fig. 4, A and B) and observed robust localized polymerization (Fig. 4, C and D, and fig. S18, A and B). Apex2(+)/PANI worms exhibited reduced pumping frequency of pharyngeal muscle (Fig. 4E) consistent with the inhibition of targeted cells observed in cultured neuron and brain slice electrophysiology, but no quantitative alteration in other body movements, such as bending (Fig. 4F). Because liquid-state atomic force microscopy showed no clear changes in Young's modulus of cellular membranes after polymerization (Fig. S17), altered pharyngeal pumping was unlikely owing to changed elasticity of muscle membranes, and viability assays confirmed long-term biocompatibility of PANI in worms (fig. S18, A and C).

We next expressed Apex2–GFP in γ-amino-butyric acid (GABA)-ergic (inhibitory) or cholinergic (excitatory) motor neurons (Fig. 4, G to I, Inhibitory→Apex2(+) and Excitatory→Apex2(+), respectively). After polymerization (Fig. 4J), Excitatory→Apex2(+)/PANI worms displayed impaired sinusoidal forward locomotion (both spontaneous and aversive-stimulus-evoked), which is concordant with prior observations from optogenetic inhibition of worm excitatory neurons (26). Sinusoidal forward locomotion in Apex2(−)/PANI and Inhibitory→Apex2(+)/PANI was unaffected. On the other hand, Inhibitory→Apex2(+)/PANI worms exhibited increased reversal frequency (fig. S18, D to G) and increased sharp (−90°) turns versus Apex(−)/PANI worms (Fig. S18H), which is consistent with prior results from optogenetic manipulation of inhibitory neurons that also induced sharper turns (27). Inhibitory→Apex2(+)/PANI worms maintained the capability to move forward in sinusoidal waves of unchanged amplitude (fig. S18I) and minimal reduced wavelength (fig. S18J), but when inhibitory neurons were ablated (unc25-null), sinusoidal wave amplitude was greatly reduced (fig. S18, K and L) (28).

Consistent with this pattern, Excitatory→Apex2(+)/PANI worms became resistant to the acetylcholinesterase-inhibitor aldicarb, suggesting that this treatment causes reduced acetylcholine release, but Inhibitory→Apex2(+)/PANI and Apex2(+)/PANI worms did not (Fig. 4K and fig. S19, A and B). Moreover, Excitatory→Apex2(+)/PANI showed reduced resistance to aldicarb, compared with Excitatory→Apex2(+)/PANI (Fig. 4L and M, and fig. S1C), pointing to enhanced cholinergic activity with insulating-polymer assembly—a specific gain of function in living animals and an opposite-direction effect compared with conducting-polymer assembly, both of which are concordant with the electrophysiology.

We have achieved chemical assembly of electroactive polymers on genetically specified cellular elements within living cells, tissues, and animals. Future work may address potential limitations and opportunities; for example, reaction products could over time occupy substantial space in and near targeted cells, which may be useful in some contexts but also could result in cytotoxicity. Distinct strategies for the targeting and triggering of chemical synthesis could extend beyond the oxidative radical initiation shown here while building on the core principle of assembling within cells (as reaction compartments) genetically and anatomically targeted reagents (such as monomers), catalysts (such as enzymes or surfaces), or reaction conditions (through modulators of pH, light, heat, redox potential, electrochemical potential, and other chemical or energetic signals). Diverse cell-specific chemical syntheses may thus be explored and developed for a broad array of functional characteristics in assembled structures.
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From genetics to material to behavior

Introducing new genes into an organism can endow new biochemical functions or change the patterns of existing functions, but extending these manipulations to structure at the tissue level is challenging. Combining genetic engineering and polymer chemistry, Liu et al. directly leveraged complex cellular architectures of living organisms to synthesize, fabricate, and assemble bioelectronic materials (see the Perspective by Otto and Schmidt). An engineered enzyme expressed in genetically targeted neurons synthesized conductive polymers in tissues of freely moving animals. These polymers enabled modulation of membrane properties in specific neuron populations and manipulation of behavior in living animals.
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